Reconstituted P2/myelin-lipid multilayers.
A complex forms when bovine P2 protein is added to single-bilayer vesicles created by sonicating myelin lipids. The complex was studied by biochemical analysis, freeze-fracture (FF) and thin-section electron microscopy (EM), and by X-ray diffraction. Smaller amounts of P2 cause the vesicles to aggregate and fuse whereas larger amounts (greater than or equal to 4 wt%) cause multilayers to form. Binding saturates at 15 wt% P2. FF EM shows that large, flat multilayers form within 15 min of addition of P2. Only smooth fracture faces are seen, as expected for a peripheral membrane protein. X-ray diffraction shows a constant repeating distance in the multilayers: 86.0 +/- 0.7 A between the centers of bilayers in the range 4 wt% less than or equal to P2/(P2 + lipid) less than or equal to 15 wt%. Assuming a 53 A-thick bilayer, the space between bilayers is 33 A wide. This is a wider space than for myelin basic protein (MBP) (20-25 A wide). The respective widths are consistent with a compact, globular structure for P2 and a flattened shape for MBP. Calculated electron-density profiles of the lipids with and without P2 reveal the protein largely in the interbilayer spaces, with a small part possibly inserted into the lipid headgroup layers. The different proportions of P2 in the sciatic nerve of various species are tentatively correlated with the different average widths observed by X-ray diffraction for the cytoplasmic space (major period line) between bilayers in the respective sciatic myelins.